NOTES AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

t
ROTATION OF MFN EDITORS

*

This issue of MFN marks the beginning of the process outlined in the Bylaws of the
Society for Feminist Scholarship whereby editorship of the Newsletter will rotate: "One
new Editor per year will be elected by the Advisory Board. as one editor per year finishes
her/his term" (See MFN 14. Fall 1992. for a copy of the Bylaws).
As of July 1. 1993. Ann Marie Rasmussen (German Dept.. Duke University) has
joined the editorial board. We extend a warm welcome to her! The editors of MFN also
want to offer special thanks to our out-going editor. Thelma Fenster. for her long-term
service to the Newsletter. Thelma's commitment, enthusiasm and demon proofreading
will be sorely missed!
Editors of the MFN are elected from the membership of the Advisory Board.
Anyone wishing to run for a position on the Advisory Board should contact the new
president or vice-president of the Society (announced below).

ELECTION RESULTS

*

The winners of the election are:
President: Elaine Tuttle Hansen
Vice-President: Pamela Sheingom
Advisory Board: JoAnn McNamara
Graduate Student representative: Jennifer Summit
Editor: Ann Marie Rasmussen
The MFN wishes to thank everyone who agreed to run for a position.

KALAMAZOO

*

Three of the four sessions proposed and sponsored by the Society for Medieval Feminist
Scholarship were accepted by the Medieval Institute. These three will take place at the
May meetings of the Medieval Institute in Kalamazoo. Michigan:

1. Castle, Court and Town: Art and Architecture of Laywomen in the Middle
Ages. Susan L. Smith. Organizer.
2. Constructing Women's Secrets in Medieval Culture. Ann Marie Rasmussen.
Organizer.
3. The Speculum Issue on Gender: Responses. Kathy Biddick. Organizer.
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We have requested that the Cash Bar and Business Meeting of the Society for Medieval
Feminist Scholarship take place on Friday. May 6th at 5 p.m. Check your program for
confirmation. Be sure to attend these sessions!

DIRECTORY

*

Since we have only received a few responses to our request for information for a
directory. and since members expressed a strong desire for a directory at the last business
meeting. we are including another request for information in this issue. Please mail in the
form in the back of this issue as soon as possible if you wish to be included in the
directory.

QUERY

*

Someone faxed Elizabeth Robertson a book review that was garbled to the point of
unrecognizability in transmission. Please send a new version.

JOB ANNOUNCEMENT

*

The University of Colorado is seeking to hire one tenure-line faculty within the Women
Studies Program. Preference will be given to candidates at the assistant level, but
candidates at all levels will be considered. We are especially interested in applicants
whose teaching and scholarly/creative work includes U.S. women of color and
international and cross-cultural studies. Candidates should be willing to teach at all
levels. and their publishing records should be commensurate with their experience. Send
curriculum vitae. syllabi and teaching evaluations from courses previously taught, and a
cover letter describing the contributions you would like to make to the C.U. Women
Studies Program to:
Chair. Search Committee
Women Studies Program. Campus Box 246
University of Colorado
Boulder. CO 80309-0246
The search committee will begin to review applications on January 10. 1994. The
University of Colorado has a strong institutional commitment to the principle of diversity
in all areas. In that spirit, we are particularly interested in receiving applications from a
broad spectrum of people. including disabled individuals and people from all racial and
ethnic groups.
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